
CADETTE BADGES TO DO AT HOME 
 

 
 
To earn this badge, please complete one option per step.  
 

STEPS BADGE 
REQUIREMENTS OPTION 1 OPTION 2 OPTION 3 

Step 1 Delve into the 
world of comics. 

Collect comic strips from the 
paper for one week or 
check them out online. 
Read them each day, 
paying attention to how all 
the elements work together. 
Keep track of what you like 
and don't like, how artists 
show feelings and actions, 
and how they work timing to 
make punch lines great. 

Read autobiographical 
information about three comic 
book artists via books, 
magazine articles, and/or 
online. How do their styles 
differ? Which is your favorite 
and why?  

Make sticky-note comics. Get 
the hang of comic stories by 
drawing one of these on a 
sticky note (rough, rough 
sketching, remember!): a dog 
floating on a raft, a hawk diving, 
or a girl at bat. Take another 
sticky note and add: the cat 
that's swimming past the dog, 
the prey the hawk is diving for, 
or the ball the girl is trying to 
hit. Now, take a third sticky 
note and add another element 
to each panel: another cat 
chasing the first cat that's 
swimming past the dog, a 
larger hawk after the prey the 
hawk is diving for, or the 
catcher waiting for the ball the 
girl is trying to hit. Now, 
imagine how these could be 
turned into a comic story. Then 
make up a story from there.  

Step 2 Choose a story to 
tell. 

Think of a story from your 
life. Choose something that 
happened to you, a friend, 
or a family member. It could 
be a funny moment or a 
dramatic one, a favorite 
memory or an activity from 
Girl Scouts you want to 
share.  

Think of a story from a book or 
movie. Have you seen a 
movie or read a book recently 
that had a part in it that you 
could turn into a comic strip?  

Make something up. Think 
about the comic books, comic 
strips, or graphic novels you've 
liked. Now think of your own 
made-up story that would make 
a good comic tale.  



Step 3 Draw it out. Use tracing paper. Find a 
comic strip with a style you 
love. Trace 10 or 12 panels, 
paying attention to the 
forms beneath the 
drawings, the simple 
shapes the artist likely 
started with. Now see if you 
can draw each character in 
your story in a similar 
fashion.  

Do a "free draw." Get a big 
stack of scrap paper and just 
keep drawing. And drawing. 
And drawing! Move quickly at 
first. Refine any details as you 
go until you feel you have 
characters worked out.  

Use a how-to book, video, or 
software. Are your characters 
people, animals, or both? Find 
one of the many manuals, such 
as the Marvel comic’s software, 
that give step-by-step 
instruction on drawing humans 
and particular animals.  

Step 4 Frame it in four 
panels. 

Use facial expressions. 
Some comics use only 
faces to illustrate their 
stories, simply changing the 
expressions to show 
emotion and move the story 
along.  

Use body postures. For some 
comic artists-and for some 
stories, it's more about action 
than emotion. You can leave 
the faces pretty much the 
same and move the story 
along by showing small 
movements, such as shrugs, 
and big actions, such as 
running and leaping.  

Use both facial expressions 
and body posture. Illustrate 
movement and emotion using 
both techniques. Many artists 
will switch from one style to the 
other: One panel might show a 
ball falling on a girl's head, and 
the next panel might show a 
close-up of her face as she 
reacts.  

Step 5 Add the words. Add some dialogue. If you 
have more than one 
character, a classic way to 
tell your story is through 
dialogue. If both characters 
speak in a panel, the one on 
the left should speak first. 
Write your character's 
words in oval conversation 
bubbles connected to the 
character with a fine line.  

Add thought bubbles. If your 
story revolves around one 
character, have her "speak" in 
thought bubbles, putting her 
words in ovals connected to 
her with tiny bubble circles.  

Run a narrative in separate 
boxes below the panels. 
Instead of telling your story 
through dialogue or inner 
thoughts, you can write a 
running third-person narrative 
at the bottom of each panel. 

 


